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The telomerase reverse transcriptase uses an essential RNA subunit as a template to direct telomeric DNA
synthesis. The 190-nucleotide Oxytricha nova telomerase RNA was identified by using an oligonucleotide probe
complementary to the predicted CCCCAAAA template. This RNA displays extensive sequence similarity to the
Euplotes crassus telomerase RNA and carries the same 5' CAAAACCCCAAAACC 3' telomeric domain.
Antisense oligonucleotides were used to map the boundaries of the functional template and to investigate the
mechanism of primer recognition and elongation. On the basis of their ability to inhibit or to prime telomerase,
oligonucleotides were classified into three categories. Category 1 oligonucleotides, which extended 5' of residue
42 in the RNA, abolished elongation of (T4G4)3 and (G4T4)3 primers in vitro. In contrast, oligonucleotides
terminating between residues 42 and 50 (categories 2 and 3), served as efficient telomerase primers. We
conclude that the 0. nova template comprises residues 42 to 50 in the 190-nucleotide RNA, a different set of
nucleotides than are used by the E. crassus enzyme. Category 2 primer reactions amassed short products, and
their abundance could be decreased by altering the 5' sequence of the primer, consistent with the
two-primer-binding-site model for telomerase. Category 3 primers generated a bimodal distribution of short
and long products, each having a unique elongation profile. The long-product profile is inconsistent with
sequence-specific primer alignment. Rather, each primer was extended by the same register of TlITTGGGG
repeats, suggesting shuttling to a default position within the template. The parallels between telomerase and
RNA polymerase elongation mechanisms are discussed.
A special mechanism is needed to maintain the ends of
eukaryotic chromosomes (45). In many organisms, telomerase
catalyzes the addition of telomeric DNA onto chromosomes de
novo, thereby replenishing terminal sequences that are lost
during conventional DNA replication (reviewed in references
6 and 41). Telomerase is an unusual ribonucleoprotein (RNP)
reverse transcriptase with essential RNA and protein subunits.
Telomerase activity has been characterized from a variety of
sources, including several ciliated protozoa, mice, humans, and
most recently amphibians (17, 23, 29, 35, 43, 49). The ubiquity
of telomerase activities reflects the conserved structure of
telomeric DNA, which in most eukaryotes consists of short
reiterative sequence arrays, with clustered G residues on the
strand that runs 5' to 3' toward the chromosome end (reviewed
in reference 50).
Both processive and nonprocessive telomerases have been
reported (16, 27, 35), but in all cases, a single-stranded G-rich
primer resembling the natural extension on the telomere is
needed for efficient elongation in vitro (17, 23, 29, 35, 43, 49).
Telomerase has been postulated to contain two primer binding
sites (9, 19, 22, 23, 30): one within the RNA subunit called the
template site, and a second anchor site, possibly located within
an undefined protein component (9). In addition to poly-
merase activity, the Tetrahymena thermophila telomerase car-
ries a 3'-to-5' nucleolytic cleavage activity that may serve to aid
primer elongation (9). The sequence of DNA added by
telomerase is determined by a template within the RNA
subunit (1, 18, 44, 48). The Tetrahymena telomerase RNA, for
example, bears the sequence 5' CAACCCCAA 3' (18). Site-
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directed mutagenesis of this domain showed that it is required
to direct the synthesis of TTGGGG repeats both in vitro and
in vivo (1, 48). The template can be divided into two functional
domains; these comprise the nucleotides that align the primer
or specify the sequence that will be added (1).
Besides the Tetrahymena RNA, the only other telomerase
RNA molecule that has been analyzed biochemically is from
the hypotrichous ciliate Euplotes crassus (44). As with the
Tetrahymena enzyme, the Euplotes telomerase RNA carries a
sequence that templates the addition of telomeric repeats, in
this case 5' CAAAACCCCAAAACC 3'. In vitro experiments
using oligonucleotides complementary to the E. crassus RNA
indicated that up to 12 of the 15 nucleotides in this domain can
be copied into DNA during the synthesis of TlTlGGGG
repeats. Although the Tetrahymena and Euplotes RNAs can be
folded into similar secondary structures (23, 25, 38, 40), the
divergence of their nucleotide sequences has made the isola-
tion of additional RNAs from outside these genera technically
difficult.
Here we report the identification of the telomerase RNA
subunit from the ciliate Oxytricha nova. We analyzed the 0.
nova telomerase for two reasons. First, the structure of the 0.
nova telomere complex has been studied in detail, including
the identification of telomere-binding proteins and telomerase
activity (14, 15, 42, 49). Second, although very distantly related
to E. crassus (34), 0. nova also carries the ]TJlITGGGG
telomere repeat sequence (21). Thus, a comparison of the two
telomerases was expected to be informative. In this report, we
present an investigation of the 0. nova telomere elongation
mechanism, using oligonucleotides complementary to the te-
lomerase RNA as inhibitors and primers for this enzyme.
Remarkably, although the 0. nova telomerase synthesizes the
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same telomeric sequence as E. crassus, different nucleotides in
the RNA subunits appear to be used as the template.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Isolation of macronuclei and macronuclear RNA and DNA.
0. nova macronuclei containing active telomerase were iso-
lated from Percoll-Nycodenz gradients as described previously
(49) except that the nuclei were resuspended in TMG (10 mM
Tris-HCl [pH 7.0], 1 mM MgCl2, 10% glycerol) containing 5
FtM phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (Boehringer), 7 pug of pep-
statin A (Boehringer) per ml, and 40 U of RNasin (Promega)
per ml. RNA was prepared from cells or macronuclei by the
acid guanidinium thiocyanate-phenol-chloroform extraction
method (8), and DNA was purified by proteinase K digestion
and phenol extraction (21).
RNA and DNA sequence analysis. For reverse transcriptase
sequencing of the 190-nucleotide RNA (190 RNA), a 2p]_
5'-end-labeled oligonucleotide complementary to the E. cras-
sus telomerase RNA template, Eup 36-64 (5' CGCACCTAT
TGATCGGGTllllGGGGTlFTI7G 3'), was incubated with 25
[ug of total 0. nova RNA at 430C and primer extended in the
presence of dideoxynucleotides with 1 U of avian myeloblas-
tosis virus reverse transcriptase (Promega) for 1 h (32).
Reaction mixtures were treated with RNase A, phenol ex-
tracted, and ethanol precipitated. Samples were separated on
an 8% sequencing gel and subjected to autoradiography.
For chemical sequencing of the 190 RNA, 10 pug of macro-
nuclear RNA was 3' end labeled with [32P]cytidine 3',5'-
biphosphate (Amersham) and phage T4 RNA ligase (New
England Biochemical) (13). The 190 RNA band was excised
from a 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel and eluted into TE
(10 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.5], 1 mM EDTA) overnight at 37°C.
The 25-nucleotide sequence obtained was used to generate
Oxy 5' and Oxy 5' PCR oligonucleotides (Fig. 1 and 2).
Chemical cleavage sequencing reactions were performed as
described previously (33), and 25 nucleotides of sequence data
were used to synthesize the Oxy 3' oligonucleotide (Fig. 2).
A SequiTherm Cycle sequencing kit (Epicenter Technolo-
gies) was employed for DNA sequence analysis using [01-32P]
dGTP (New England Nuclear).
RNase H reactions and Northern (RNA) hybridization
analysis. Telomerase was solubilized from macronuclei by
potassium glutamate treatment (42) and incubated at 30°C for
45 min with 5 U of RNase H (Promega), 2 ,ug of oligonucle-
otide, and telomerase buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.0], 1 mM
spermidine, 1 mM dithiothreitol). RNA from the reaction was
resolved on a 6% denaturing gel and transferred to a 0.45-,um-
pore-size magnagraph membrane (Micron Separations, Inc.;
Fisher) by electroblotting. The filter was hybridized with
32P-labeled Oxy tel PCR (a PCR product corresponding to the
190 RNA gene) in Rapid-hyb buffer (Amersham) according to
the manufacturer's instructions. Northern hybridizations with
oligonucleotide probes were carried out at 42°C overnight in
5x SSPE (5 mM Na2EDTA, 40 mM NaOH, 50 mM
NaH2PO4 H20, 0.9 M NaCl)-1 X SPED (0.1% polyvinylpro-
pylene-360, 0.1% bovine serum albumin, 6 mM sodium dode-
cyl sulfate [SDS], 2 mM sodium pyrophosphate, 2 mM
H4EDTA) (46) containing 5 mg of torula RNA (ICN) per ml.
The filters were washed in 2X SSPE-0.1% SDS at room
temperature and then at 42°C for 15 min each time. Blots were
then subjected to autoradiography.
Oligonucleotides for primers, markers, and probes. Oligo-
nucleotides were obtained from the Texas A&M Gene Tech-
nology laboratory and gel purified before use. For probes or
telomerase reaction markers, the oligonucleotides were 5' end
labeled by using T4 polynucleotide kinase (Promega) and
[,y-32P]dATP (New England Nuclear). For some markers, the
plus-one telomerase product was generated by labeling the
oligonucleotide with terminal deoxynucleotidyltransferase
(United States Biochemical) and [Ot-32P]dGTP or [OL-32P]YTP,
depending on the primer. Following labeling, the plus-one
product was eluted from a 20% denaturing gel as described
above. Unless otherwise indicated, all of the antisense oligo-
nucleotides were 21 nucleotides in length. The Oxy or Eup
designation indicates an 0. nova- or E. crassus-specific oligo-
nucleotide, and the numbers correspond to residues within the
E. crassus telomerase RNA sequence, as the complete se-
quence for the 0. nova 190 RNA was not available.
PCR, PCR product probes, and cloning. Oxy tel PCR was
generated by using a Perkin Elmer Cetus DNA Thermal Cycler
in a reaction mixture that contained 0.2 pug of 0. nova
macronuclear DNA, 1 RM Oxy 5' PCR (5' GGA(CTA)GTG
CGTCAGTCATAGCACTG 3') and Oxy 3' (5' AGAGAAA
CTCTCAAATT'ITCATTTC 3') primers, 6 mM MgCl2, 0.25
U of Taq DNA polymerase (Promega), and 250 puM de-
oxynucleoside triphosphates. Reaction mixtures were dena-
tured at 940C for 30 s, annealed at 50'C for 30 s, and elongated
at 72°C for 1 min for 30 cycles. The 155-nucleotide product was
isolated from a 1% low-melting-point agarose gel (FMC
BioProducts). After phenol-chloroform extraction and ethanol
precipitation, the PCR product was cloned into the SmaI
polylinker site of pUC 119 and sequenced as described above.
For probing Northern blots, 32P-labeled Oxy tel PCR was
generated by using PCR (3) with Oxy 5' and Oxy 3' primers,
with [at-32P]dGTP (New England Nuclear) as the label.
Telomerase assays. 0. nova telomerase was solubilized from
isolated macronuclei (42). Forty-microliter telomerase assay
mixtures, containing 0.1 Rg of oligonucleotide primer (approx-
imately 0.4 ,uM, final concentration) and reaction cocktail (10
mM Tris [pH 7.5], 100 ,uM TTP, 1 ,ul of [ao-32P]dGTP [800
Ci/mM; New England Nuclear], 20 mM EGTA, 1 mM sper-
midine, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 5 mM MgCl2) were incubated at
30°C for 1 h and then phenol extracted and ethanol precipi-
tated (42). After resuspension in loading dye, samples were
resolved on a 6% sequencing gel and subjected to autoradiog-
raphy. For the blocking experiments, telomerase extracts were
preincubated with 0.1 Rg of antisense oligonucleotide for 10
min at 30°C, cocktail containing 0.1 pRg of either (T4G4)3 or(G4T4)3 was added, and the incubation was continued for 1 h.
Afterward, the reaction was processed as described above.
Products shown in Fig. 7B were quantitated with a Betascope
blot analyzer (Betagen).
RESULTS
Identification of a telomerase RNA candidate from 0. nova.
Two independent screens were undertaken to identify the
telomerase RNA component from 0. nova. Both approaches
searched for an RNA bearing the sequence CCCCAAAA, the
predicted template for this telomerase. First, an oligonucleo-
tide complementary to the E. crassus telomerase RNA tem-
plate domain was used for reverse transcriptase dideoxy se-
quencing on total 0. nova macronuclear RNA. Twenty-five
nucleotides of sequence data were obtained and used to
synthesize an oligonucleotide probe (Oxy 5'). Oxy 5' identified
a macronuclear RNA species of approximately 190 nucleotides
on a Northern blot (Fig. 1A).
In a second screen, a Northern blot of 0. nova macronuclear
RNA was probed with the 32P-labeled oligonucleotide,
(T4G4)3. Under relatively high stringency hybridization condi-
tions, an RNA species of 190 nucleotides was observed (Fig.
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FIG. 1. Detection of a telomerase RNA candidate from 0. nova by Northern blotting of total macronuclear RNA. Molecular weight standards
(sizes indicated in nucleotides) and probes are as indicated. (A) Oxy 5' (5' CAGTGCTATGACTGACGCAC(GAT)TCC 3'). (B) Lane 1, T7
transcripts of the E. crassus telomerase RNA (47); lane 2, 32P-labeled molecular weight standards; lane 3, 0. nova macronuclear RNA. (C) Lane
1, molecular weight standards; lane 2, 0. nova macronuclear RNA.
1B, lane 3). Upon longer exposure, a second 0. nova RNA of
170 nucleotides (170 RNA) was also detected (not shown). We
used the direct chemical cleavage method to sequence the 3'
terminus of the 190 RNA. Although approximately 50 nucle-
otides of sequence data were obtained, the 5'-most 25 residues
were least ambiguous of the data, and these were used to
design the oligonucleotide probe (Oxy 3') (Fig. 2). Oxy 3'
detected 190 and 170 RNAs on a Northern blot (not shown).
PCR was carried out with the oligonucleotides generated
from the RNA sequence data as primers on 0. nova macro-
nuclear DNA. A product of 155 nucleotides, designated Oxy
tel PCR, was generated. When Oxy tel PCR was used to probe
a Northern blot, 170 and 190 RNAs were identified (Fig. 1C).
Because the abundance of the 170 RNA varied with different
RNA preparations, we postulate that it is a specific degrada-
tion product of the 190 RNA.
The 190 RNA displayed properties consistent with its being
the 0. nova telomerase RNA. First, like the E. crassus and T.
thermophila telomerase RNAs (2, 44), the 190 RNA is abun-
dant, with approximately 106 RNA molecules per vegetative
0. nova
macronucleus, as determined by quantitative Northern blotting
(not shown). Second, the 190 RNA sedimented as a high-
molecular-weight complex in a glycerol gradient (4), suggesting
that it was present in an RNP particle. Finally, the sequence of
the Oxy tel PCR displayed several hallmarks of a telomerase
RNA subunit (Fig. 2). Oxy tel PCR carries the same telomeric
sequence as the E. crassus telomerase RNA, 5' CAAAACCC
CAAAACC 3' (44). Moreover, immediately upstream of the
telomeric domains in both molecules are the nucleotides
GUCA; these residues are conserved among the 20 holotri-
chous ciliate telomerase RNAs sequenced to date (25, 37, 38).
Outside the putative template domain, the 0. nova RNA
exhibited several patches of sequence identity to the E. crassus
RNA. Although Oxy tel PCR does not span the entire 190
RNA, we recently learned that the complete sequence for the
0. nova telomerase RNA will soon be published along with a
model for telomerase RNA secondary structure based phylo-
genetic comparison of several hypotrichous ciliate telomerase
RNAs (25). Oxy tel PCR matches the 0. nova telomerase
RNA sequence, spanning positions 8 to 159 in the RNA (25).
oxyS'
......
GGAAGUGCG-UCAGUCAUAGCACUQUCAA- CAAAACCCCAAAACC
lI lii 111lIIIlIIllIIIlIIlllII lIIllIll
E. crassus 1 AGUUCUCCAUUGACUAAUCCGUCAAAU--CUGUCAAA CAAAACCCCAAAACC
0. nova GUAAACUCAGAGCAAUUCGCCUGGUU---CCUCUUUAAAGCAAAACCAGGAGGUU
1 11 11 11 11 1 111111111 I1 II 11
E. crassus 51 GAUCAAUAGGUGCGUUUAGCUUGAUUACACCUCUU-AAAUGAAAUCUUGCAA-UU
oxy 3'
0. nova CCGCC-AGCUACCAGAGGACGAAGUGG----GCUAAGUGAAAUGAAAAAUUUGAGA
I 1 11 11111 11 1 111 111 1 1111111
E. crassus 104 CUGGAGAGCUUG-AGAGGUGAAACCCCCACAGUUAGGUCAAA-CAUAGUUUGAGA
0. nova UUCUC.........................
III III
E. crassus 157 -UUUGUAUCUCAUAUGCUCUAGCUGUCCUCUCAUCUU
FIG. 2. Alignment of the Oxy tel PCR product with the E. crassus telomerase RNA. The numbers to the left of the E. crassus sequence denote
relative nucleotide positions (44). The transcriptional start site for the E. crassus RNA was mapped by primer extension (40). Oxy 5' and Oxy 3'
oligonucleotide sequences determined by reverse transcriptase sequencing and direct chemical sequencing (see text) are underlined. The telomeric
domains in both sequences are outlined, and the four conserved nucleotides upstream of the telomeric sequence are in boldface. Oxy tel PCR
corresponds to the majority of the 190 RNA sequence; however, the complete sequence contains an additional 7 nucleotides at the 5' terminus
and 30 nucleotides at the 3' terminus as designated by the dots (reference 25 and text).
A B
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FIG. 3. Accessibility of the telomeric sequence within the 190 RNP particle to oligonucleotide-directed RNase H cleavage. (A) Antisense
oligonucleotides used for RNase H cleavage. The telomeric sequence within the 190 RNA in boldface is numbered on the basis of the complete
E. crassus telomerase RNA sequence (see text). The 3' terminus of antisense oligonucleotides, shown below the RNA sequence, is indicated by
the arrowhead. (B) Cleavage of the 190 RNA by RNase H. Following RNase H digestion, macronuclear RNA was isolated and subjected to
Northern blotting using 32P-labeled Oxy tel PCR as a probe. Molecular weight standards (sizes in nucleotides) are indicated. Lane 13, untreated
0. nova macronuclear RNA. The arrows denote the 190 RNA and the 170 RNA, which appears to be a specific breakdown product of the 190
RNA.
This positioning within the full-length molecule agrees with
our 3'-terminal RNA sequence data. Therefore, we turned our
attention to an investigation of the biochemical role of the 0.
nova 190 RNA in telomere synthesis.
In order for the 190 RNA to provide a template for
telomerase, the telomeric sequence must be accessible within
the RNP for base pairing to a DNA primer. We tested this
prediction by assaying for oligonucleotide-directed cleavage of
this domain within the native RNP by RNase H, an enzyme
that digests the RNA strand of RNA-DNA hybrids. The
antisense oligonucleotide designations used in this report
correspond to the positions within the 190 RNA where the
oligonucleotides are expected to bind. Since a few of the
nucleotides on the 5' end of the 0. nova 190 RNA were not
known, and since this RNA displays extensive sequence ho-
mology with the E. crassus telomerase RNA, we numbered the
0. nova telomeric sequence residues (and the antisense oligo-
nucleotides) according to the full-length E. crassus sequence
(44) (Fig. 2). Oxy 38-58, for example, spans much of the
telomeric domain within the 0. nova 190 RNA, its 3' terminus
binding to residue 38 within the putative template and its 5'
terminus extending to position 58 (Fig. 3A).
0. nova telomerase extracts were incubated with this and
other antisense oligonucleotides in the presence or absence of
RNase H, and the 190 RNA was examined by Northern
blotting using Oxy tel PCR as a probe. Both the Oxy 38-58 and
42-62 oligonucleotides directed cleavage of the 190 RNA (Fig.
3B, lanes 5 and 7). The sizes of the largest digestion products
agreed with those expected from the Oxy tel PCR sequence on
the basis of its positioning within the complete telomerase 190
RNA (25) (Fig. 2). For example, cleavage with Oxy 38-58 was
predicted to generate a fragment between 38 and 58 nucleo-
tides (which would have run off the bottom of the gel) and a
second product of between 122 and 152 nucleotides which
corresponds to the 3' portion of the RNA. As shown in Fig. 3B,
lane 5, a product of about 150 nucleotides was obtained. A
slightly smaller fragment was observed with Oxy 42-62, consis-
tent with hybridization of this oligonucleotide further 3' within
the RNA and its ability to generate a correspondingly smaller
3' RNA product (Fig. 3B, lane 7).
Oxy 27-38, an oligonucleotide that extends only a few
nucleotides into telomeric sequence but covers the conserved
GUCA just upstream, did not cause degradation of the 190
RNA (Fig. 3B, lane 3). Two oligonucleotides that bound 3' of
the telomeric domain, Oxy 51-71 and Oxy 49-69, behaved
differently from each other even though their binding sites are
offset by only two nucleotides. The 190 RNA was cleaved with
Oxy 49-69 (Fig. 3B, 9) but not with Oxy 51-71 (Fig. 3B, lane
11). In control reactions containing deproteinized macro-
nuclear RNA, both Oxy 49-69 and 51-71 directed cleavage of
the 190 RNA (not shown). This finding is consistent with
current telomerase RNA secondary-structure models depicting
this region of the RNA as single stranded (5, 25, 38). Since
RNase H requires at least four base pairs for digestion (11), we
conclude that residues 49 to 52 are accessible in the RNP,
while residues 3' of this region are not. In addition, the efficient
cleavage by Oxy 38-68 and 42-62 suggested that much of the
telomeric sequence was available for oligonucleotide binding.
In summary, the 0. nova 190 RNA bears striking similarity
to the previously characterized E. crassus telomerase RNA.
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FIG. 4. Masking the telomeric sequence within the 190 RNA with antisense oligonucleotides. (A) Antisense oligonucleotides are as described
for Fig. 3A. Eup 32-52 (5' GTlhIGYJYI'GGGGTlTFGGCT 3') has complete complementary to the 0. nova 190 RNA telomeric sequence but
not outside this domain, as indicated by the nonlinear arrow. All other antisense oligonucleotides are 0. nova specific. (B and C) Inhibition of the
0. nova telomerase. Telomerase extracts were assayed for elongation of (T4G4)3 (B) or (G4T4)3 (C) in the presence of an antisense oligonucleotide.
Reactions shown in odd-numbered lanes in panel B and lanes 3 and 5 in panel C had extract preincubated with the antisense oligonucleotide.
Reactions shown in even-numbered lanes in panel B and lanes 4 and 6 in panel C had no preincubation step. Arrows indicate the position of
plus-one (T4G4)3 elongation products.
The RNA is approximately the same size and relative abun-
dance and carries a sequence predicted to template the
addition of TT1'7GGGG repeats. Furthermore, the 190 RNA
exists as an RNP complex with the telomeric sequence acces-
sible to DNA binding. Given these properties, it seemed likely
that the 190 RNA served as the telomerase RNA subunit for
0. nova.
Masking the telomeric sequence within the 0. nova 190 RNA
blocks telomere synthesis in vitro. Confirmation that the 190
RNA provides the template for the 0. nova telomerase was
obtained by using antisense oligonucleotides to mask the
telomeric sequence. The functional template for a telomerase
RNA can be defined as the nucleotides that direct polymer-
ization onto a primer 3' end. Thus, the 0. nova 190 RNA
contains 15 nucleotides that could potentially serve as a
template for synthesis of the eight-base l'T1TlGGGG repeat.
If this domain is required for DNA synthesis, the binding of an
oligonucleotide across it should inhibit polymerization. To
achieve inhibition, the oligonucleotide would presumably need
to be stably anchored over templating nucleotides in order to
prevent elongation when challenged with a telomeric primer.
Previous studies showed that the E. crassus telomerase is
strongly inhibited by Eup 32-52, an antisense oligonucleotide
that covers the entire telomeric sequence within the telomer-
ase RNA. However, oligonucleotides that did not completely
span this domain did not inhibit elongation (44). Since the E.
crassus and 0. nova RNAs have the same telomeric sequence,
we tested whether Eup 32-52 would block elongation by the 0.
nova telomerase. Eup 32-52 has perfect complementarity to
the 0. nova 190 RNA across the telomeric sequence but not 5'
or 3' of this region (Fig. 4A). In the absence of Eup 32-52, the
0. nova telomerase generated the characteristic TTllGGGG
repeated banding pattern as [ax-32P]dGTP was incorporated
upon extension of the (T4G4)3 primer (Fig. 4B, lane 13).
However, when an equimolar ratio of Eup 32-52 to (T4G4)3
was included in the reaction, a striking decrease in primer
elongation was observed. The inhibition was greater when
Eup 32-52 was added before (T4G4)3 (Fig. 4B, lane 3), al-
B
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though a substantial decrease in polymerization was evident
when the antisense oligonucleotide was added at the same time
(lane 4).
0. nova-specific antisense oligonucleotides were also tested
for their ability to block (T4G4)3 extension (Fig. 4A). Oxy 3',
the oligonucleotide complementary to the 3' terminus of the
190 RNA, did not inhibit elongation of the (T4G4)3 primer
(Fig. 4B, lanes 1 and 2), nor did Oxy 48-68 (lanes 9 and 10) and
50-70 (lanes 11 and 12), oligonucleotides complementary to
the region 3' of the telomeric sequence and extending only a
few nucleotides into it. In contrast, a dramatic and almost
complete loss of telomere synthesis occurred with oligonucle-
otides whose 3' terminus extended 5' of position 42 in the 190
RNA (Fig. 4B, lanes S to 8). Oxy 40-60 or 41-61 caused a
striking decrease in telomere synthesis (Fig. 4B, lanes S to 8).
Surprisingly, the level of inhibition was essentially identical to
that observed with Eup 32-52, although Oxy 40-60 and 41-61
covered only 10 or 11 of the 15 nucleotides in the telomeric
sequence. In contrast, inhibition of the E. crassus enzyme was
achieved only with oligonucleotides that covered the entire
telomeric sequence (44).
Oxy 40-60 and 41-61 also blocked extension of the permuted
telomeric primer (G4T4)3. Like (T4G4)3, (G4T4)3 served as a
primer for telomerase (Fig. 4C, lane 2); however, the product
banding pattern was offset for these two reactions (Fig. 4C,
lane 1). The 0. nova telomerase produces a strong band when
the fourth T residue in the TTTTGGGG repeat is added,
which corresponds to a pause in elongation or product release
(49). Thus, an intense band is produced upon addition of the
fourth nucleotide to (T4G4)3 and the eighth nucleotide to
(G4T4)3. These distinct banding patterns are indicative of
different 3'-terminal sequences of the primers and reflect the
unique primer alignment onto the RNA template. The 3'-
terminal T residue of (G4T4)3 could bind at two possible
locations within the 0. nova 190 RNA, the A residue at
position 37 or 45. As shown in Fig. 4C, (G4T4)3 elongation was
strongly suppressed by Oxy 40-60 and 41-61 (lanes 3 to 6).
These data suggest that the 3' terminus of (G4T4)3 bound at
position 45, since Oxy 40-60 and 41-61 cover this residue in the
190 RNA (Fig. 4A). The ability of Oxy 40-60 and 41-61 to block
extension of both (G4T4)3 and (T4G4)3 is consistent with
primer binding between positions 41 and 50 in the 190 RNA.
To further investigate inhibition by the antisense oligonu-
cleotides, we tested whether hybridization outside the telo-
meric sequence in the 190 RNA was required to block poly-
merization. Oxy 40-60B and 41-61B are the same length as the
original oligonucleotides and carry the same telomeric nucle-
otides on their 3' termini. However, the 5' ends of the B
versions have been altered so that they are no longer comple-
mentary to the 190 RNA 3' of the telomeric domain (Fig. SA).
Unlike reactions containing Oxy 40-60 and 41-61, (T4G4)3 was
elongated in the presence of 40-60B and 41-61B (Fig. SB, lanes
4 and 8). Remarkably, the products generated with the B-
version oligonucleotides reached approximately the same
length and intensity as in the controls lacking an antisense
oligonucleotide (Fig. SB, lane 1). In contrast to reactions with
the original oligonucleotides (Fig. SB, lanes 3 and 7), the B
versions of Oxy 40-60 and 41-61 served as extremely efficient
primers for telomerase in the absence of (T4G4)3 (Fig. SB,
lanes S and 9) and competed effectively with (T4G4)3 for
elongation when both were included in the same reaction. For
example, the assay containing 40-60B and (T4G4)3 produced a
mixed banding pattern of products corresponding to elonga-
tion of both oligonucleotides (Fig. SB; compare lane 4 with
lanes 1 and 5). The same result was obtained with Oxy 41-61B
(Fig. SB, lane 8). Thus, removing complementarity to the 190
A -
A ---61
36 41 46 50 60
5-AC A A A A CCC CA A A A C CG UAAACUCAGA 3
04~~~~~06
< ~ ~~~~~~~E -
B
Antisenseoligo - 40-60 40-60B 41-61 41-61 B
(T4G4)3 +r -- l+ _ + '
(T4G4)3-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
FIG. 5. Conversion of inhibitory oligonucleotides into telomerase
primers. (A) The 5' ends of Oxy 40-60 and 41-61 were altered to
eliminate complementarity to the 190 RNA 3' of the telomeric
sequence, producing Oxy 40-60B (5' GCAGTGGCAGG1TYJGG
GGT 3') and Oxy 41-61B (5' AAGCCTGCGGTGGThTlGGGG 3').
Two possible binding positions for the B-version oligonucleotides are
depicted. (B) Telomerase assays with Oxy 40-60, 41-61, and their B
versions. Masking experiments are as described for Fig. 4 except that
the antisense oligonucleotide was not preincubated with the extract.
The arrow marks the position of the plus-one (T4G4)3 product.
RNA 3' of the telomeric sequence radically altered the behav-
ior of these oligonucleotides, not only ablating their ability to
inhibit telomerase but also transforming them from poor into
efficient primers.
The disparate behavior of Oxy 40-60 and 41-61 with their B
versions provides strong evidence that the 190 RNA carries the
template for telomere synthesis by the 0. nova telomerase.
Our data also suggested that the B-version 3' termini were no
longer binding at positions 40 and 41 the 190 RNA sequence.
Rather, the oligonucleotides appeared to have aligned at
residues 48 and 49 (Fig. 5A).
Antisense oligonucleotide primers delineate the boundaries
of the 0. nova telomerase RNA template. Previous studies with
both the T. thermophila and E. crassus enzymes indicate that
not all nucleotides in the telomere sequences are actually
copied into DNA (1, 44). Some of these nucleotides appear to
serve in alignment of the primer, positioning it correctly on the
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template, while others may simply lie outside the catalytic site.
Since the 0. nova and E. crassus telomerases generate the
same repeat sequence, it was of interest to determine whether
the corresponding nucleotides in each RNA served a template
function. The ability of Oxy 40-60 and 41-61 to block telomere
synthesis suggested that the template for the 0. nova telomer-
ase lay between positions 41 and 50 in the RNA. To investigate
this possibility further, we tested the ability of antisense
oligonucleotides to serve as telomerase primers. This approach
assumes that oligonucleotides complementary to the telomer-
ase RNA will prime telomere repeat synthesis if their 3'
termini are positioned adjacent to a template nucleotide (44).
Antisense oligonucleotides hybridizing distal to the telo-
meric domain such as Oxy 3' or 5' did not serve as primers for
the 0. nova telomerase (data not shown). In contrast, oligo-
nucleotides that terminated within or 3' adjacent to the
telomeric sequence primed telomerase; however, the elonga-
tion profile varied dramatically, depending on the oligonucle-
otide 3' terminus. The antisense oligonucleotide primers fell
into three categories. Category 1 oligonucleotides were very
poor primers, extended by the addition of no more than a
single eight-base repeat; category 2 primers were exceptionally
efficient primers, generating a massive accumulation of short
products; category 3 primers generated a bimodal distribution
of short and long products, with little to no intermediate-length
molecules.
Category 1 oligonucleotides, such as Oxy 38-58 and 40-60,
extended 5' of position 42 in the 190 RNA and were very weak
telomerase primers (Fig. 6B, lanes 2 and 3) compared with
other antisense oligonucleotides (Fig. 6B, lanes 4 to 7) or the
(T4G4)3 control (Fig. 6B, lane 8). As described above, category
1 oligonucleotides also inhibit telomerase elongation. These
two observations are consistent with the 3' terminus of cate-
gory 1 oligonucleotides binding primarily outside the func-
tional template domain. Interestingly, the analogous oligonu-
cleotides behaved as category 2 primers for the E. crassus
enzyme (44) (see below).
A radically different elongation profile was obtained with
oligonucleotides that terminated between residues 42 and 47
(category 2 primers). Although both intermediate and longer
products were generated in these reactions, there was a
massive buildup of short products corresponding to the addi-
tion of 8 to 12 nucleotides (Fig. 6B, lanes 4 to 6). When we
quantitated the amount of radioactivity incorporated into the
first repeat added to category 2 primers, we found 100 times
more 3 P than in the (T4G4)3 control reaction (not shown). An
analogous product profile was obtained with E. crassus telo-
merase by using antisense oligonucleotides (28, 44). In our
earlier study, it was suggested that the accumulation of short
products was due to arrested elongation as the antisense
primers became immobilized by binding to the telomerase
RNA outside the template domain (44). To directly test this
hypothesis, we altered the 5' sequence of Oxy 44-64 so that it
could no longer bind to the 190 RNA 3' of the template
domain (Fig. 7A). When this new oligonucleotide, Oxy 44-64B,
was assayed for elongation, small products accumulated to
approximately the same degree as in reactions with the original
version (Fig. 7B; compare lanes 2 and 3). We observed the
same result with the E. crassus telomerase when a correspond-
ing primer was used (not shown). These data do not support
the primer immobilization model for short-product accumula-
tion.
Experiments with the Tetrahymena and human telomerases
have demonstrated that telomeric sequences at the 5' termini
of primer molecules can influence both their recognition and
elongation (19, 23, 30). We investigated the role of 5' residues
A 36 41 46 50
5L-CAACAAAA CCCCAAAACCGUA 3'
* d~~~~~~~~~~38-58
140-601
142-6 2
* ~ 46-66
-~ 48-68
B 4~(o (0vot(o~(ogo C~
qC~z; < 0Cc
*a.*
-lw to
# 4#9 ..4
0.-
38-58 --
-o- (T4G4)3
S
1 23456789
FIG. 6. Elongation of antisense oligonucleotides. (A) Antisense
oligonucleotides used to prime telomerase. (B) Telomerase reactions
were carried out with antisense oligonucleotides in the absence of
telomeric primers. The plus-one products of Oxy 38-58 (lane 1) and
(T4G4)3 (lane 9) are indicated.
in the elongation of antisense oligonucleotides by adding
GGGGTYFl onto the 5' terminus of Oxy 44-64, now desig-
nated (G4T4)44-64. A 29-mer, (G4T4)44-64, has 21 nucleotides
of complementarity to the 190 RNA, and its 3' terminus covers
the same residues in the template domain as Oxy 44-64 and
44-64B (Fig. 7A). As shown in Fig. 7B, the (G4T4)44-64
short-product bands were much less intense (compare lane 4
with lanes 2 and 3) and incorporated approximately 10-fold
less radioactivity into the first repeat than the 44-64 or 44-64B
reaction (not shown). This new distribution of products most
likely reflects an increase in processivity, since under our
reaction conditions (>100-fold excess primer over enzyme),
primers once released are unlikely to reassociate with the
enzyme.
Although the accumulation of small products was decreased
with (G4T4)44-64 relative to a primer lacking telomeric se-
quence at its 5' end, the (G4T4)44-64 reaction still incorpo-
rated about 10 times more 32p than the (T4G4)3 control (Fig.
7B; compare lane 4 with lane 1). Since (G4T4)44-64 carries
telomeric sequence on its 5' and 3' ends but not in the middle,
we tested whether internal sequences within the primer influ-
ence elongation. 0. nova telomerase assays were carried out
with (T4G4)2T4G, a telomeric oligonucleotide of the same
length and 3'-terminal sequence as 44-64 (Fig. 7A). Interest-
ingly, this reaction generated short products of the same
relative abundance as with (G4T4)44-64 (Fig. 7B; compare lane
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FIG. 7. Effects of 5'-terminal sequences on primer elongation. (A)
Oxy 44-64 (5' TGCTCTGAGTIACGGTllTYlG 3') was altered in its
5'-terminal sequence to generate the following oligonucleotides: 44-
64B (5' ATAGAGACTGGCGAGGTTllG 3'), (G4T4)44-64 (5' GG
GG7FITl7GCTCTGAGY11ACGGTfTG 3'), and (T4G4)2T4G. (B)
Telomerase assays conducted with the Oxy 44-64 series oligonucleo-
tides. Only the bottom portion of the gel is shown. The plus-one 44-64
product is indicated by the arrow.
4 with lane 5). No further reduction in small-product accumu-
lation was detected. Thus, the mode of elongation with the 0.
nova telomerase was strongly influenced by the presence of
telomeric sequences at both the 5' and 3' ends of a primer,
while internal telomeric DNA had little effect.
Template-directed oligonucleotides carrying fewer than five
telomeric nucleotides on their 3' ends (terminating between
residues 47 and 51 in the RNA) comprised category 3 antisense
primers. Such primers were used at a somewhat lower effi-
ciency than category 2 oligonucleotides, which terminate be-
tween positions 42 and 46 and have additional telomeric
nucleotides on their 3' ends. In contrast to category 1 and 2
primers, category 3 primers generated a striking bimodal size
distribution of products, one population consisting of primers
extended by the addition of a single repeat and a second
population of longer molecules elongated by four or more
repeats (Fig. 8B, lanes 6 to 9, and data not shown). There was
a remarkable paucity of intermediate-length products. The
short products were similar in both size and relative abundance
to those obtained with category 1 primers, which extended 5' of
position 42 in the 190 RNA (Fig. 8B; compare lanes 3 to 5 with
lanes 7 to 9).
As is typical for telomerase reactions, the banding pattern of
the short products from category 1 and 3 primers was offset for
each of the primers that we tested, reflecting the unique
3'-terminal sequences of the oligonucleotides and their proper
alignment onto the RNA template (Fig. 8A and B, lanes 2 to
5 and 7 to 9). Surprisingly, this was not the case with the
higher-molecular-weight products synthesized in these same
*::O. ::
vf: s
_
M,
i
(T4G4)3 4
1 2 34 56 7 8 9
FIG. 8. Bimodal distribution of telomerase elongation products.
(A) Antisense oligonucleotides used to prime telomerase. (B) Telo-
merase extracts were assayed with the antisense oligonucleotides
shown. The y-32P-5'-end labeled (T4G4)3 marker in lane 1 is indicated
by the arrow. This gel was exposed to film three times longer (72 h)
than gels shown in other figures.
reactions. Instead of an offset banding pattern, the longer
products were absolutely uniform for all primers that termi-
nated between residues 47 and 51, despite the different 3'-
terminal sequences of these oligonucleotides (Fig. 8A and B,
lanes 6 to 9, and data not shown). In order to have acquired the
same register of TlllTGGGG repeats, the longer products
appeared to have been derived from primer molecules that
aligned, in a sequence-independent manner, at a default
position in the RNA template. Furthermore, the lack of
intermediate-length products and the distinctive banding pat-
terns of the small and long products indicated that two
different types of primer elongation occurred in the same
reaction.
Figure 9 summarizes the behavior of the antisense oligonu-
cleotides in categories 1, 2, and 3 with respect to their ability to
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A
31 36 41 46 50 55
5 GUCAACAAAACCCCAAAACCGUAAACUCA
- I Er406-~ Category 1
I§ I E
I 14-I --I _.Category 2
I ' I
I_
49 -69 *~d~ Category
3
I 50-70AA
CCCAAAAC C,
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Eubotestemplate
I -I
5 CAAAACCCCAAAACC 3
Oxy~chatemplate
FIG. 9. Antisense oligonucleotides map the telomeric templates
for the 0. nova and E. crassus telomerase RNAs. (A) Antisense
oligonucleotides were classified into three categories based on their
ability to block elongation of telomeric primers and to serve as primers
for the 0. nova telomerase. Category 1 primers block extension of
telomeric primers and are very poorly elongated. Category 2 primers
are efficient telomerase primers but accumulate small products corre-
sponding to the addition of one to two repeats. Category 3 primers
display a bimodal distribution of short and long products. The long
products do not appear to be derived from sequence-specific alignment
on the RNA template (see text for details). Data for Oxy 43-63, 45-65,
and 51-71 are not shown. Positions 42 to 49 are postulated to direct
polymerization, while the C residue at position 50 may serve to align
the primer onto the template (dashed box). (B) Comparison of the
templates for the 0. nova and E. crassus telomerase RNAs. The
dashed portion of the lines over the E. crassus telomeric sequence
indicates a possible alignment nucleotide (44). The boundaries for
both templates were mapped by using the strategy employed in this
study.
block elongation of (T4G4)3 and (G4T4)3 and to act as primers
for telomerase. Oligonucleotides terminating between residues
42 and 51 in the 190 RNA primed telomere addition, while
those that extended 5' of position 42 acted as potent telomer-
ase inhibitors and were elongated very inefficiently. These data
are consistent with position 42 marking the 5' end of the
functional template or the point of primer translocation be-
tween rounds of T'1fT'GGGG repeat synthesis.
DISCUSSION
The 0. nova 190 RNA templates the addition of ITTTGGGG
repeats. In many eukaryotes, synthesis of the G-rich telomeric
DNA strand appears to proceed by a mechanism in which an
essential RNA subunit of the telomerase RNP templates the
addition of nucleotides onto the 3' terminus of the chromo-
some end. Elucidating how telomerase recognizes and main-
tains telomeres is critical to understanding how the telomere
mediates chromosome stability (26), prevents cell cycle arrest
(11, 39), and facilitates proper nuclear and cellular division
(48). At present, nothing is known about the protein compo-
nents of telomerase. However, the RNA moiety has been
isolated from several ciliated protozoa (18, 25, 38, 44), and
characterization of this subunit greatly advanced our under-
standing of the mechanism of telomere synthesis. In this study,
oligonucleotides complementary to the 0. nova telomerase
RNA template domain facilitated the identification of this
molecule, delineated the functional boundaries of the tem-
plate, and provided new insight into the mechanism of primer
recognition and elongation.
The 0. nova 190 RNA was identified by its hybridization to
an oligonucleotide complementary to the predicted template
domain. We suggest that this approach could be used to
identify telomerase RNAs from other organisms. The 190
RNA bears a 15-nucleotide sequence complementary to its
G-rich telomeric strand. Outside this domain, several patches
of sequence identity to the E. crassus telomerase RNA are
evident, including the four nucleotides just upstream of the
telomeric sequence that are absolutely conserved among all
the known telomerase RNAs (37, 38, 44). As expected for a
telomerase RNA, the 190 RNA is found in an RNP particle
and the telomeric sequence is accessible for oligonucleotide
binding. Oligonucleotide-directed RNase H cleavage experi-
ments were used to examine the accessibility of the telomeric
sequence within the particle. We showed that oligonucleotide
binding in this region not only directs cleavage by RNase H but
also inhibits elongation by the enzyme (see below). These
findings are consistent with the current models for holotri-
chous and hypotrichous ciliate telomerase RNA secondary
structure which depict the template and surrounding nucleo-
tides as single stranded (5, 25, 38). Interestingly, the four
conserved residues just 5' of the telomeric sequence did not
appear to be as accessible to RNase H cleavage. However,
treatment with chemical probes such as dimethyl sulfate will be
needed to accurately gauge the accessibility of the telomerase
RNA within its RNP particle. Our 0. nova 190 RNA sequence
data are identical to those independently obtained by Lingner
et al. (25). Sequencing telomerase RNAs from a variety of
hypotrichous ciliates, these authors show that the 0. nova and
E. crassus telomerase RNAs conform to the secondary-struc-
ture model originally proposed for the tetrahymenine group
ciliates (5, 38). Thus, despite the rather divergent nucleotide
sequences of telomerase RNAs, these molecules appear to
assume similar secondary structures.
Using antisense oligonucleotides to mask the telomeric
sequence within the 190 RNA, we demonstrated that this
domain was required for polymerization by the 0. nova
telomerase. Surprisingly, an oligonucleotide that covers 10 of
the 15 nucleotides in the telomeric sequence (Oxy 41-61) was
sufficient to block elongation of both (T4G4)3 and (G4T4)3.
This finding demonstrates that the 190 RNA provides the
template for the 0. nova telomerase. In addition, the ability to
inhibit elongation of (T4G4)3 and (G4T4)3 by covering residues
42 to 50 in the 0. nova RNA sequence suggests that the
binding sites for these two oligonucleotides lie between these
residues.
To obtain telomerase inhibition, the antisense oligonucleo-
tides needed complementarity to the telomerase RNA in the
region 3' of the telomeric sequence. The B versions of Oxy
40-60 and 41-61, which cannot bind the 190 RNA outside the
telomeric sequence, do not inhibit telomerase. We postulate
that the reduced complementarity affords the B-version oligo-
nucleotides greater flexibility in binding to the telomerase
RNA, permitting their 3' termini to align at residue 48 or 49
(within the functional template domain), as opposed to posi-
tions 40 and 41 (outside the functional template) (see below).
This positioning not only would allow the B-version oligonu-
cleotides to be extended by telomerase but also would provide
(T4G4)3 and (G4T4)3 access to the template. On the basis of
this reasoning, it seems likely that the small amount of
extension we observed with antisense oligonucleotides that
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extend 5' of residue 42 was due to a minor population of
molecules whose 3' termini manage to align within the func-
tional template domain.
0. nova and E. crassus use different sets of nucleotides to
synthesize TTTTGGGG repeats. Our data uncover a funda-
mental difference in the behavior of the 0. nova and E. crassus
telomerases. Although both enzymes synthesize the same
TITTGGGG repeat and carry identical telomeric sequences
within their RNA subunits, they do not respond in the same
manner to the corresponding antisense oligonucleotides. Un-
der the same reaction conditions, oligonucleotides that block
elongation by the 0. nova telomerase serve as efficient primers
for the E. crassus enzyme (28, 44). These and other data
indicate the two polymerases use different sets of nucleotides
within the telomerase RNA to synthesize T/TTlGGGG re-
peats (Fig. 9). If this is so, then the enzyme-active sites in the
0. nova and E. crassus telomerases are grossly offset with
respect to the RNA subunit of the enzyme.
Several lines of evidence support the contention that resi-
dues 42 to 50 provide the template for l 7ITGGGG repeat
synthesis by the 0. nova telomerase. First, telomerase elonga-
tion is blocked by oligonucleotides that cover positions 42 to 50
in the RNA. Although such oligonucleotides can prime telo-
mere extension, the length and abundance of the products are
very low. Second, changing the 3'-terminal sequence of a
complementary oligonucleotide by one nucleotide so that it
can pair with residue 42 instead of residue 41 dramatically
alters its effect on telomerase, converting it from an inhibitor
to an extremely efficient primer.
Inspection of the profile of reaction products generated by
telomerase has been used to infer the position of the 5'
boundary of the template. Indeed, the most intense band in the
Tetrahymena telomerase product profile reflects copying the
5'-most nucleotide in the template domain and corresponds to
primer translocation and/or product release (1, 16). By con-
trast, the E. crassus telomerase produces two strong bands with
antisense oligonucleotide primers, one interpreted as translo-
cation after copying the 5' end of the template and a second
which corresponds to an internal location within the template
domain (43, 44). Interestingly, copying at this internal location
produces the most intense band with standard telomeric
primers (4, 43, 44). The 0. nova telomerase appears to be more
like the E. crassus enzyme in this regard. Products terminating
upon the addition of the fourth T residue accumulate with
standard telomeric primers (28, 49), while an additional strong
band corresponding to copying the C at position 42 (our 5'
boundary placement) is obtained with antisense oligonucleo-
tides (28). The molecular basis for the different product
profiles obtained with the Tetrahymena and hypotrichous cili-
ate telomerases and their relationship to copying specific
residues within the RNA templates is unclear. However, on the
basis of the cumulative data obtained with the antisense
oligonucleotides, we propose that the template for the 0. nova
telomerase encompasses residues 42 to 50.
Our model for the 0. nova template domain indicates that
residue 42 is the last nucleotide copied into DNA before the
primer is translocated and realigned on the template. Since an
eight-nucleotide repeat is synthesized by this enzyme, we
postulate that the C residue at position 50 does not direct
polymerization but rather serves to realign the primer onto the
active site after each elongation cycle. Alteration of a single
nucleotide dramatically affects primer alignment, as judged
from site-directed mutagenesis experiments with the Tetrahy-
mena telomerase RNA (1).
Finally, it should be noted that our mapping of the template
boundaries for the 0. nova telomerase represents an opera-
tional definition. Precise delineation will require the use of
strategies such as those employed with the Tetrahymena telo-
merase RNA. The boundaries of this template domain have
been delineated by transformation of mutant telomerase RNA
genes in vivo and by reconstitution of telomerase activity with
mutant telomerase RNAs in vitro (1, 48). Although neither of
these technologies is currently available for the hypotrichous
ciliates, a number of laboratories, including our own, are
actively pursuing these goals.
Primer recognition and elongation by the 0. nova telomer-
ase. Our experiments with antisense oligonucleotides provide
new information on the mechanism of primer recognition and
elongation by telomerase. We found that oligonucleotides
carrying fewer than five nucleotides of telomeric sequence at
their 3' termini can prime the 0. nova telomerase, although
somewhat less efficiently than standard telomeric primers or
antisense oligonucleotides with more telomeric sequence. Such
reactions present a striking bimodal size distribution of short
(one repeat added) and long (more than four repeats) prod-
ucts. Surprisingly, almost no molecules terminating upon the
addition of two to four TT1T'l GGGG repeats are synthesized.
Although the battery of primers tested had different 3'-
terminal sequences, only the short products display the typical
offset banding profile characteristic of sequence-specific
primer alignment onto the template. In contrast, the banding
pattern of the higher-molecular-weight products is in identical
register for all primers tested.
The simplest explanation for the bimodal product distribu-
tion is two separate elongation events. We postulate that the
short products are generated by oligonucleotide release (prod-
uct turnover) (see below). The mechanism responsible for
synthesis of the longer products is less clear. One intriguing
possibility is that primers with little to no telomeric sequence
on their 3' termini can be directed to a default alignment
position on the RNA template. Recent experiments with the E.
crassus telomerase indicate that this enzyme also extends
primers lacking 3'-terminal telomeric sequence by adding the
same register of TITTGGGG repeats (28). Although we do
not yet know the precise sequence added to such primers,
these experiments are currently under way. The Tetrahymena
and human telomerases are known to extend primer 3' termini
that are mismatched onto the RNA template (19, 30), but ours
are the first data to suggest that nontelomeric 3' ends may be
processed in a highly regulated manner by telomerase. The
ability of telomerase to add the same nucleotides to different 3'
ends could be an important property of this polymerase and
may explain why the register of telomeric repeats added during
de novo telomere formation in E. crassus and 0. nova is
invariant despite the wide variety of telomere addition site
sequences (21). This finding may also have implications for the
spontaneous chromosome healing events observed in higher
eukaryotes (references 19 and 30 and references therein).
With several of the antisense primers (category 2), the 0.
nova telomerase generated a massive accumulation of short
products corresponding to the addition of two or fewer T'YF
TGGGG repeats. When the analogous elongation pattern was
produced by the E. crassus enzyme, it was postulated that
hybridization to the RNA 3' of the template domain arrested
elongation and caused a buildup of short products (44). An
alternative explanation is that the short-product accumulation
reflects turnover or oligonucleotide release. Several lines of
evidence support the latter conclusion. First, decreasing
complementarity of the primer to the telomerase RNA did not
diminish the abundance of small products. B-version oligonu-
cleotides accumulated as much or more short products as the
original versions, which carried extended complementarity
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outside the template domain. Second, the only oligonucleo-
tides that appeared to be immobilized onto the RNA are those
that bind both 5' and 3' of the functional template (category
1); these oligonucleotides were potent inhibitors of elongation
when the enzyme was challenged with a standard telomeric
primer. Unlike category 2 primers, category 1 oligonucleotides
served as extremely inefficient primers for telomerase. Third,
when complementarity outside the template domain was elim-
inated, category 1 oligonucleotides were converted into cate-
gory 2, and they accumulated a large amount of short products.
Thus, the degree of complementarity to the telomerase RNA
does not correlate with the level of small-product accumula-
tion. Finally, preliminary experiments comparing the relative
number of enzyme molecules (telomerase RNA levels) versus
the abundance of short products generated in category 2
primer reactions reveal product turnover by the E. crassus
telomerase (28). Similar experiments are currently under way
with the 0. nova telomerase.
Taken together, the data presented here support a model for
telomerase elongation that resembles the "inchworm" mecha-
nism proposed for RNA polymerase (RNAP) elongation (7,
20, 22, 31). In this model, RNAP elongation is mediated by the
binding of RNA transcripts to two sites on the polymerase
(leading and lagging sites), each holding approximately nine
nucleotides (7, 22). The 3' terminus of the RNA binds loosely
to the leading site and may form as few as two to three base
pairs with the DNA template (36). This unstable association of
the nascent transcript with RNAP has been invoked to explain
the premature release of products shorter than nine nucleo-
tides in abortive initiation (7, 10). RNA elongation proceeds in
two distinct phases as RNAP alternatively fills the leading site
by nucleotide addition and then, in the second phase, threads
the transcript into the lagging site, where it becomes stably
anchored. During this translocation step, RNAP snaps forward
on the DNA template, leaving the leading site empty once
again and ready for a second round of nucleotide addition (7,
20, 22, 31, 36). The passage of RNA through the lagging site
presumably allows subsequent processive elongation (20).
Like RNAP, telomerase appears to contain two binding
sites, the template and anchor sites (9). Originally postulated
to account for extension of primers that lacked telomeric
sequences at their 3' ends (19, 30), the telomerase anchor site
interacts with telomeric sequences distal to the 3' terminus to
increase processivity (19, 23, 24, 30). Our data provide strong
support for this model. The majority of elongation products
generated with primers bearing little telomeric sequence on
their 3' termini (all of the antisense primers examined in this
study) reflect the addition of fewer than 12 nucleotides. The
most intense bands in the product profile correspond to the
first and second rounds of extension out to the end of the
functional template, consistent with product release at or
before the first two translocation steps. Oligonucleotides with
only a few nucleotides of telomeric sequence at their 3' ends
may be recognized by telomerase in much the same way as
short oligonucleotides that are completely telomeric. Nonproc-
essive elongation has been reported for the Tetrahymena
telomerase (9, 23) and appears to correlate with primer length
(23). We postulate that short telomeric primers or primers
carrying insufficient telomeric sequence at the 3' terminus
cannot stably associate with the telomerase anchor site, and
thus productive polymerization on the template as well as
primer translocation are inhibited. This conclusion is sup-
ported by our ability to drastically reduce small-product accu-
mulation by adding a telomeric repeat onto the 5' terminus of
an antisense oligonucleotide. Presumably, the additional telo-
meric sequence strengthens binding to the anchor site and
facilitates more processive elongation.
Further experimentation will obviously be needed to evalu-
ate the two-primer-binding-site model for telomerase. How-
ever, our data suggest that the telomerase elongation mecha-
nism may parallel that of RNAP. Given the wealth of
information available on RNAP, this paradigm will likely
provide a useful framework for directing further biochemical
investigations of the telomerase enzyme.
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ADDENDUM IN PROOF
Lingner et al. have also explored the boundaries of the 0.
nova telomerase RNA template domain using an approach
similar to ours. However, their reaction conditions were some-
what different (nanomolar antisense oligonucleotide concen-
trations and 30-min reactions at 250C) (25).
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